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Chilling, revelatory, and compassionate, Echo Heron’s bestselling memoir offers a brutally
honest account of her time as an idealistic nursing student, her entry into the workforce, and her
rude awakening to the gritty realities of practice. Devoted to helping the most trying patients in
some of the harshest medical environments—from emergency rooms to intensive care units—
Heron boldly confronts the most serious medical dilemmas of our time. When does a patient
have the right to end his or her life, how can a medical professional help someone evaluate such
a decision, and what can a nurse do when doctors don’t have their patients’ best interests at
heart? These are just a few of the critical though deeply uncomfortable questions with which
Heron must grapple.

" A PASSIONATE AND PAINFUL LOOK AT NURSING by a woman who eloquently explains the
good, the bad and the maddening about her profession. Heron makes the readers see why
anyone would be drawn to the profession--and why anyone, even the most caring, would want to
leave it." Kirkus Reviews" SHOCKINGLY BELIEVABLE. . .Chrinicles the voyage of an idealistic
nursing student through the gritty realities of practice. . . with humor and a fine eye for detail. . ."
The Washington Post" CARRIES AN EMOTIONAL IMPACT that will leave few readers
unmoved. . .FASCINATING READING. . ." John Barkham's Reviews" RIVETING. . .A first-person
documentary that reads like a novel. . .A winning combination of medical anecdotes and
personal observations. . . There's never a dull or preachy moment. Intensive Care could not be
better reading." Anniston StarFrom the AuthorMy first book, written in 8 months. Was on the
New York Times bestseller list for two months.From the Inside Flap"I turned away, unwilling to
dispel the intimacy of the moment. It was almost frightening when I thought of how close people
allowed themselves to be with us; we were given such easy access to their souls. We were like
housekeepters given the keys to every room and finding the skeletons and long-hidden cobwebs
no one else ever saw. . ." Passionately and eloquently told, Intensive Care is the moving and
personal account of a niurse's life: from training to practice to burnout--and beyond. . . Echo
heron, a ten-year veteran of the coronary care unit and the emergency room of a major San
Francisco Bay Area hospital, immerses us in her fascinating, heartbreaking, and ultimately
triumphant world of nursing, a world in which life-and-death decisions are made on a minute-by-
minute basis. From the idealistic 26-year-old student nurse fainting dead away over giving her
first injection, to the mature and dangerously close-to-cynical R.N. easing the last dying hours of
a beloved cancer patient, Intensive Care is free admission to an emotional roller-coaster ride
where sometimes a terrific sense of humor and an indomitable spirit pull you through--and
sometimes they just aren't enough. Here is the true story of raw poer and touching
introspection that could only be told by the star of every patient's greatest real-life drama. Filled



with warmth, wit, dynamic gritty detail, and piercing insight, Intensive Care is absorbing,
compelling, and utterly unforgettable.About the AuthorEcho Heron is the award-
winning, bestselling author of Intensive Care: The Story of a Nurse. Some of her other works
include Emergency 24/7, Condition Critical, and Mercy. From the Back CoverThis is a nurse's
story unlike any other, because Echo Heron is a very special nurse. Dedicated to healing and
helping in the harshest environments, she spent ten years in emergency rooms and intensive
care units. Her story is unique, penetrating, and unforgettable. Her story is real."Compelling
reading."NEW YORK DAILY NEWS --This text refers to the mass_market edition.From
Publishers WeeklyTo be forced to prolong the life of a hopelessly ill, sometimes brain-dead
patient is the most draining nursing situation, stresses Heron, an RN who recounts in dramatic
detail her training and 10 years in the emergency and acute coronary care units of a San
Francisco Bay Area hospital. The characters and lives of patientssome of them composite
portraitsare fleshed out with melodramtic dialogue and novelistic touches, but the descriptions
of the various cases, the constant state of crisis pervading the emergency room and the tense
atmosphere of the acute care unit ring true. Most gripping is Heron's account of her own son's
brush with death, and her burnout from physical and emotional exhaustionhealed by a return to
her roots in Upstate New York and a laying of childhood ghosts. Literary Guild and Doubleday
book clubs selections.Copyright 1987 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Kristen Lane, “Great novel for any nursing student/nurse. I enjoyed this book and the insight into
nursing from Echo’s perspective. I felt like the beginning, as a student and first into her new grad
years are well done, concise and easy to follow. The way she writes is captivating, her retelling of
conversations and emotion struggles are realistic and have made me laugh out loud at certain
points. The book starts to dissolve after her rendition of burnout and should have gone through a
few more versions of editing. It was still entrancing enough for me want to follow her and keep
reading her work; I have enjoyed her as an author and enjoy the growth both in her nursing and
in her writing through out her work.”

Suzanne K., “A Year in the Life of an ICU Nurse. Ms. Heron writes a very realistic portrait of
working in the ER and ICU of a hospital in San Francisco in the 1980's. She writes of her
struggles as a single Mom with a young son and her struggle to balance the demands of
motherhood with the daily demands of her nursing job. Ms. Heron is very driven in her efforts to
work not only in the ICU, but later volunteers to also be on call in the ER - which in itself is
extremely demanding and taxing. Ms. Heron's writing flows quite easily and she explains all the
medical terminology as well as the illnesses and/or reasons that a variety of patients happen to
either be in the ER and/or the ICU. I would highly recommend this book to anyone interested in
the life of a nurse and because I have some background in the nursing profession, I think a
medical professional would find the book to be very interesting.”

JAF, “Very engaging - excellent read. I disagree with the reviewer that said you need to be a
nurse to understand this excellent book.... I am far from being in the medical field and I had no
trouble following all the details. I found this book to be something I found myself thinking about
during the day when I could not find the time to read it and I wondered about all the people Echo
talks about in the book. I cared about them and what happened. Several times I cried and
smiled. This book was written years ago and still it resonates today with relevant, timeless
"everyman" struggles with life, death, happiness, children.... you name it. I liked this book so
much I was relieved to see the author had written others.... which is why I'm back, to order
more.Highly recommend.”

Dee Yaz, “Good quality for an older book. Good quality for an older book. I bought this for my
daughter, who is going into nursing school. I had read this book before and look forward to
reading other books she wrote. Very intense experiences, but she sheds a true light on the role
of a nurse starting out in a hospital and the realities of every day life as well.”

kiyo777, “Amazing book. It was an amazing autobiography. I finished reading it within a week. It
really showed how much sacrifices nurses make, how daunting there tasks could be, and how
painful it is to be one. But in the end its worth fighting for and fulfillung to be one. I want to be a



nurse, so im willing to go through what she went through so that i could be a little part of what i
could offer to the people.”

nancy2, “too true. A bit of almost PTSD. We nurses really do see more than we even realize and
do way more than people think.”

Abi, “A great read!. One of the best books I’ve ever read. A great read for student or new nurses.”

SUNNY, “Good read. This book was well worth buying and would buy more like this, as very
factual, and interesting.”

celery, “well worth reading. A decent length book as so many of these medical type ones are so
short. kept making time to read it as so good - excellent balance of nursing fly on the wall and
personal life - a fantastic read, well recomended”

Simon A., “Five Stars. Superb. Direct and plain spoken.”

Pauline Gledhill, “Brilliant. a brilliant book had me hooked from the start. Can highly recommend
this author, and will be on the lookout for anymore of her books.”

The book by Echo Heron has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 130 people have provided feedback.
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